
Personalised Clocks and Custom Watches: Full-Time

Promotion!

It's always a good time to give personalised clocks and custom watches. They are useful and

never super�uous. Plus, they have all the requirements of successful promotional products.

They can be used often, by anyone and show the logo far and wide. They are small and easy to

deliver to your customers or employees as well. Very comfortable, those who receive them will

immediately appreciate how practical they are.

Giving away custom clocks and personalised watches is then an excellent marketing strategy.

You can choose cheap custom clocks with logo or more re�ned printed watches. The choice is

varied and allows anyone to enjoy a timeless

promotion simply by making personalised

clocks and custom watches with logo.

The oldest gadgets ever:

personalised clocks and custom

watches between class and

modernity

Technology knows progress and it has always

been so. Even when, in the Middle Ages, the

�rst mechanical clock was invented. Although

today we are surrounded by gadgets of all

kinds, clocks have never left us. Indeed, it has

evolved, adapting to our needs. So it is that

wristwatches and the smartwatches were

born. 

Custom watches with logo and personalised

clocks are then immortal accessories and

always have a positive e�ect as corporate

gifts as well. As promotional products, they

are not a�ected by seasonality, as companies can give them away as gifts both in summer and

winter. Their versatility is remarkable too, as our custom clocks are perfect both at home and

in the o�ce. 

In the world of personalised promotional gadgets, personalised clocks and watches are then a

guarantee of success for their history as well. That is, everyone is familiar with them, as all

have at least one of their own already. Whether it is a wall clock, wristwatch, table clock or

smartwatch models, custom watches with logo and personalised clocks represent a safe

choice for every company, every type of target and any time of the year. Plus, there are

di�erent ways to use these corporate gifts, depending on the target and personalisation.

Personalised Watches and Custom Clocks with Pictures: The Corporate

Gifts for Your Employees

https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile


Giving your team corporate gifts is a great idea at an event or dinner. Another possibility is to

distribute them just before the holidays, for instance during the Christmas period. And our

custom clocks and printed watches are perfect corporate gifts for employees. Giving them

away means o�ering an original, comfortable accessory that can be used both during work

shifts and in your free time. If you give away some printed wristwatches or smartwatches,

your team members or co-workers can take them anywhere. If, on the other hand, you choose

printed desk or personalised wall clocks, your employees will keep them at home or in the

o�ce. In both cases, they will use them to mark their day, which means that they will look at

them often and feel part of the company every time.

Corporate gifts communicate attention and gratitude to employees, also creating cohesion

within the team and strengthening the feeling of belonging to the company. To realise their

full potential, personalised clocks and custom watches must be unique and communicative.

A great idea is to insert a photo that portrays the whole team, with which you will give life to

highly e�ective promotional corporate gifts.

Do You Want to Carry Your Logo Around? Give Custom Watches

Wristwatches have a great advantage: they can be worn and carried anywhere. Besides being

perfect promotional products for customers, they are also great to distribute to employees to

take your logo wherever they go. Printed watches are chic accessories as well as functional.

They allow to keep track of the time at any moment and in any place. These custom watches

with logo are characterised by an elegant

design and can be combined with any out�t,

especially if personalised in a sober way. They

convey the image of a classy and quality-

conscious company.  All you need is your logo

printed or engraved on the strap to create a

corporate gift with guaranteed success.

Then, there are models in step with the times.

We are talking about smartwatches. They

combine the typical characteristics of the watch

with technological functions. Besides telling the

time, these promotional gadgets can count your

steps, measure your heart rate, connect with

your smartphone to accept calls, and perform

other tasks. All this with no need for you to pick

up your phone. It's no coincidence that they're

so fashionable and always well received. Giving

them as a corporate gift to your employees will

o�er them a very useful accessory, with many

functions beyond those of a simple watch.

Looking for Corporate Gifts for Your

O�ce? Personalised Desk Clocks Are What You Need!



You can choose custom clocks for your o�ce as well. Placed in the rooms, they will create a

home-like atmosphere. The most important step in this regard is of course how you decide to

customise your clocks. This must be representative of the brand, encourage employees to do

their best and make them feel at home. But �rst you have to choose the model. And which

type of personalised clocks best suits the o�ce?

The options are mainly two: personalised wall clocks and personalised desk clocks. Wall clocks

can be hung in each room in a place clearly visible to all employees, so as to mark the working

hours. They will become a point of reference, especially if they are personalised in a

welcoming way and, of course, with the company logo. Creating custom clocks with pictures is

in this case too a great option. The other possibility is to print or engrave personalised desk

clocks. Each employee will be able to put their custom clocks with logo on the desk and check

the time in full comfort. A simple glance between emails will su�ce. Having personalised desk

clocks has several positive e�ects on employees:

1. They are very useful corporate gifts, which will allow the team to comply with the

roadmap in a convenient, fast and e�ective way;

2. They prove to be perfect decorative elements, because they are in line with the brand;

3. A simple glance will be enough to make your employees feel part of the work reality and,

feeling more involved, they will be more motivated to carry out their activity.

Personalised Clocks and Custom Watches with Logo: The Promotional

Products You've Been Waiting for!

Many companies choose personalised clocks and custom watches with logo as promotional

gifts to give to customers. Thanks to the utility and style of your custom clocks and printed

watches, whether they are personalised with the picture of your launch product or with the

simple company logo, your brand will become more popular and will be increasingly

appreciated. Any kind of personalised clocks and custom watches is a simple products, but it

lasts over time. This longevity too makes them successful promotional products. On the one

hand, they describe you as a reliable and quality-conscious company. On the other, they

shows your logo for a long time. For this reason, it is very likely that those who receive your

printed watches or custom clocks with logo will be encouraged to contact you again in the

future.

But aren't personalised clocks and custom watches with logo too elegant and demanding

accessories? Not necessarily. There are several models of cheap custom clocks and printed

watches, which are perfect for promotions that target a wide audience. The �nal e�ect is then

mainly due to how you customise your promotional products. You can choose bright colours

or print your personalised watches and custom clocks with pictures that look cheerful. The

photo also be a nice image that puts you in a good mood as well. This will have a positive

e�ect on anyone who receives your personalised corporate gifts at �rst glance. Finally,

choosing cheap custom clocks and watches can help you o�er even more promotional

gadgets at once. You can combine personalised USB sticks for an o�ce gift. However,

personalised mouse mats too will de�nitely come in handy and be appreciated. For your

customers we recommend promotional headphones or personalised power banks, which can

always be of great help when you are on the go.

https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/clocks-watches/table-clocks
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/clocks-watches/table-clocks
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/usb-flash-drives
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/computer-accessories/personalised-mouse-mats
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/music-audio/headphones
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/usb-power-bank


The Best Personalised

Clocks and Watches for

Your Customers? Branded

Smartwatches Will Help

Them to Stay Fit and Not

Waste Time!

Your customers too are

running against the clock. We

live in a fast-paced society in

which everyone is always on

the move. Branded

wristwatches are the best

way to keep track of the

minute and make sure you're

on time. It's no coincidence

that, for many, printed

watches are a tool they can't do without.

Giving custom wristwatches to your customers will increase their con�dence in the company.

With such corporate gifts, you'll prove to be attentive to the needs of your audience and to

focus on quality. Surely this aspect will be evaluated for future purchases. Besides advertising

outside the company thanks to a useful and stylish promotional product, custom watches

with logo can retain customers.

You can then choose branded smartwatches for an even more useful and special gift.

Smartwatches are the perfect idea for:

A company that aims at technological innovation: these types of printed watches are an

example of how an ancient invention can always be renewed. Especially if you work in

the technology industry, your customers will appreciate this choice very much;

A brand active in the sport �eld: with their ability to count steps and other sports

parameters, these smart watches with logo are ideal for a sports centre or a shop selling

sporting goods. Your audience can't but consider it a well-thought and helpful gift.

Both types of personalised watches for adults as well as younger people. If you have a young

clientele, these corporate gifts are for you!

A Gift for the Home: Give Personalised Wall Clocks to Customers

Personalised wall clocks too are suitable for any target. They can become perfect accessories

for everyone's home, from teenagers to adults. Of course, customisation will need to change

based on who gets your giveaways. A youthful print will be good for a young audience, while

serious and sober custom clocks with logo will be able to adapt to the tastes of the older

people. However, you should not be too strict on this point. Printing cheap personalised

clocks and custom watches with cheerful images or writing can bring a breath of lightness to

your customers' homes, whatever their age. And maybe that's why your personalised wall

clocks will be so successful. Here are some features of these corporate gifts:

https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/clocks-watches/watches
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/clocks-watches/smart-watches
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/clocks-watches/wall-clocks


They will be part of the

furniture. Analyse your

audience carefully to

understand how to

customise your printed

watches in the best

way;

They come in handy for

checking the time at

home, when you don't

have your watch on

your wrist. They can be

placed in the kitchen, to

keep an eye on cooking

time or in the living

room, where they will

keep company in

moments of relaxation;

They will always be in front of your customers. Thanks to these custom watches with

logo, everyone will remember your company very well;

They may be noticed by family and friends visiting your clients' home. And guests may be

interested in your business.

Even personalised desk clocks can be great corporate gifts for customers. These custom clocks

can be placed on the desk, on a shelf or on a piece of furniture, where they will perform the

same function as our wall models. In addition, however, they will be easy to place and can be

used immediately.

Choosing printed watches as corporate gifts is then always a great idea. You can opt for cheap

custom watches with logo to spread your brand widely or to go with an outstanding print. You

can create custom clocks for customers or employees, with motivational phrases or with the

photo of the company team. Whatever your target audience, our personalised clocks and

custom watches will do their job. All you have to do is choose the model!


